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ABSTRACT
Aberrant glycosylation by N‐acetylgalactosaminyl transferases (GALNTs) is a well‐described
pathological alteration that is widespread in hereditary diseases, prominently including human
cancers, familial tumoral calcinosis and hyperostosis–hyperphosphatemia. In this study, we
integrated different computational tools to perform the in silico analysis of clinically signiﬁcant
mutations (nsSNPs/single amino acid change) at both functional and structural levels, found in
human GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT12, and GALNT13 genes. From function and structure-based
insights, mutations encoding R162Q, T359K, C574G, G359D, R297W, D303N, Y396C, and D313N
substitutions were concordantly predicted highly deleterious for relevant GALNTs proteins. From
intriguing ﬁndings, T359K‐GALNT3 was simulated with high contribution for disease susceptibility
(tumor calcinosis) as compared to its partner variant T272K (Ichikawa et al. [2006] J. Clin. Endocrinol.
Metab. 91:4472–4475). Similarly, the prediction of high damaging behavior, evolutionary
conservation and structural destabilization for C574G were proposed as major contributing factors
to regulate metabolic disorder underlying tumor calcinosis and hyperostosis–hyperphosphatemia
syndrome. In case of R297W‐GALNT12, prediction of highly deleterious effect and disruption in ionic
interactions were anticipated with reduction in enzymatic activity, associated with bilateral breast
cancer and primary colorectal cancers. The second GALNT12 mutation (D303N)—known splice
variant—was predicted with disease severity as a result of decrease in charge density and buried
behavior neighboring the catalytic B domain. In the lack of adequate in silico data about systematic
characterization of clinically signiﬁcant mutations in GALNTs genes, current study can be used as a
signiﬁcant tool to interpret the role of GALNTs reaction chemistry in disease‐association risks in
body.

INTRODUCTION
Aberrant glycosylation by various glycosyltransferases is a well‐described glycan alteration
widespread in hereditary diseases, prominently including human cancers and familial tumoral
calcinosis [Wood et al., 2007; Guda et al., 2009; Ichikawa et al., 2010]. The molecular phenomena
underlying such altered glycosylation patterns have been credited to modify the processes like cell
growth, differentiation, transformation, adhesion, and metastasis [Guo et al., 2002; Argueso et al.,
2003; Zhang et al., 2003; Potapenko et al., 2010; Ichikawa et al., 2010; Hussain, 2012; Raman et al.,
2012; Hussain et al., 2013].
Mucin‐type O‐glycosylation is a well‐documented hallmark of protein glycosylation initiated by the
large family of Golgi‐associated GALNTs (UDP‐GalNAc:polypeptide N‐acetylgalactosaminyltransferases) enzymes, which regulate the speciﬁc‐transfer of GalNAc residue from UDP‐GalNAc to hydroxyl
group of Ser/Thr in polypeptide acceptors [Fritz et al., 2004; Yoshimura et al., 2010]. To date,
different members of this family have been recognized with discrete‐conserved regions in
transmembrane, stem, and lumenal domains. The Golgi‐lumenal region is further described as
catalytic (GT1 and GalNAc‐T) and ricin B‐type lectin domains, making strong contributions in enzyme
activities [Hagen et al., 1999; Tenno et al., 2002; Fritz et al., 2004]. Mutational variants in catalytic
and ricin B‐type lectin domains have been described with the loss of enzyme functions, regulated by
the changes in charge density and kinetics of amino acid residues [White et al., 2000]. Aberrant
glycosylation as a result of these mutations in GALNTs genes are found responsible for different
types of inherited diseases including ovarian, breast and colorectal cancers the most spreading
cancer types world‐wide [Wood et al., 2007; Guda et al., 2009; Phelan et al., 2010]. For example, the
single nucleotide polymorphism (OMIM# 602273/rs17647532) in GALNT1 gene has been genotyped
in 6965 cases, and reported in Ovarian Cancer Association Consortium [Phelan et al., 2010].
Hyperphosphatemic familial tumor calcinosis (HFTC; OMIM# 211900)—an autosomal recessive
metabolic disorder—has been characterized by nonsense and missense mutations in GALNT3 gene
[Chefetz et al., 2005; Ichikawa et al., 2005]. A recent clinical investigation for breast cancer has
revealed the loss in enzymatic activity of GALNT5 as a result of missense mutation identiﬁed in
GALNT5 gene [Guda et al., 2009]. Similar to GALNT3 and GALNT5, different missense and nonsense
mutations (encoding stem and Golgi‐lumenal domains) have also been reported in GALNT8 gene
(OMIM# 606250), and nucleotide variants in GALNT8 gene are found to be associated to the
response to IFN therapy against chronic hepatitis C patients [White et al., 2000; Nakano et al., 2013].
Moreover, deleterious mutations in GALNT12 gene (OMIM# 610290) have been identiﬁed in
germline of 6 out of 272 unrelated patients with colon cancer [Guda et al., 2009].
Occurrence of GALNTs in large number of body tissues [Potapenko et al., 2010] and their substrate
speciﬁcity for wide range of protein targets reﬂect high level diseases‐risks that could be mediated
by this class of enzymes as a result of aberrant glycosylation [Chefetz et al., 2005; Guda et al., 2009;
Phelan et al., 2010; Potapenko et al., 2010]. Hence, to understand the molecular phenomena
underlying such altered glycosylation patterns that have been credited to changes in cell growth,
differentiation, transformation, adhesion, and metastasis, is an important task to carry out.
To gain function and structure-based insights about the clinically signiﬁcant variants, found in
GALNTs genes, we performed a comprehensive in silico study by involving SIFT, PolyPhen‐2,
PANTHER, I‐Mutant, and various other tools. Captivatingly, we extended our study in the form of
protein–protein and protein–ligand docking to visualize the surface cavities for lock and key ﬁtting of
GalNAc residue in native and mutant models of GALNT3, GANT12, and GALNT13.

METHODOLOGY
Data Mining and Analysis
To collect the clinically signiﬁcant (disease‐related) missense variants, Online Mendelian Inheritance
in Man (OMIM; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim) Ensemble, NCBI‐dbSNP and literature data
were considered as potential web sources. Detail of the SNPs (rs IDs, allele change and origin, and
amino acid variation) and their concerned protein regions were retrieved from Human Genome
Variation database (HGVbase; http://hgvbase.cgb.ki.se), NCBI‐dbSNP
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/), and UniProt (http://www.UniProt.org/). For
functional analysis, SIFT, PolyPhen, PANTHER, and I‐Mutant tools were combined to perform the in
silico characterization of clinically signiﬁcant point mutations. Clustal Omega, ConSurf, and NetSurfP
were used to study the conservation and solvent accessibility behavior. STRING and Kegg were
employed to study protein interaction network. Project Hope, I‐TASSER, Patchdock, FireDock,
Autodock Vina, Chimera, Swiss‐Pdb viewer were used to predict the structural impacts of mutant
analogues on native proteins and their ligand complexes (Fig. 1).
Analysis of functional consequences of missense variants by SIFT. Based on degree of conservation
and sequence homology, Sorting intolerant from tolerant (SIFT) simulates whether an amino acid
substitution affects protein function. Our input carried the Ensembl ENSP IDs with amino acid
change to get SIFT predictions for non‐synonymous amino acid substitutions of GALNTs genes. SIFT
algorithm generates score‐based binary classiﬁcation (tolerant and deleterious) for amino acid
substitutions. The SIFT value ≤0.05 indicates the deleterious effect of non‐synonymous variants on
protein function [Ng and Henikoff, 2003, 2006].
Estimation for functional impacts of non‐synonymous amino acid substitutions by Polyphen‐2. On
the basis of Naïve Bayes machine‐learning, Polymorphism Phenotyping‐2 or PolyPhen‐2
(http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/) predicts the consequence of an amino acid change on
protein function by calculating false positive rate (FPR) and true positive rate (TPR) thresholds. Input
options for PolyPhen2 constitute the FASTA sequence or UniProt accession number and detail of
amino acids substitution [Alanazi et al., 2011; Hussain et al., 2012; Adzhubei et al., 2013].
Classiﬁcation of deleterious variants by PANTHER. PANTHER or Protein ANalysis THrough
Evolutionary Relationships (http://www.pantherdb.org/) is a unique database tool to characterize
genes by using their functions. Amino acid substitution and protein sequence are the possible inputs
to run the cSNP tools of PANTHER. PANTHER subPSEC score ≤3 classiﬁes the amino acid substitution
as deleterious or intolerant, whereas the score 2:-3 is predicted to be less deleterious (0 score
indicates neutral impact) [Thomas et al., 2003; Mi et al., 2005].
Simulation for neural‐network‐based stability analysis of disease‐causing mutations by I‐Mutant. I‐
Mutant (http://folding.uib.es/i‐mutant/i‐mutant2.0.html) is a widely used support vector machine
based (SVM) tool which calculates alteration in stability and free energy of mutated proteins by
excising the single‐site mutations. The UniProt‐FASTA sequence and amino acid change were used as
inputs to assess the data from I‐Mutant. I‐Mutant output contains free energy change (DDG),
stability alteration and reliability index at particular temperature and pH [Bava et al., 2004; Hussain
et al., 2012].

Multiple Sequence Alignment and Evolutionary Conservation of Proteins by Clustal
Omega
Clustal Omega is a useful tool to produce biologically meaningful multiple sequence alignments and
evolutionary relationships for divergent proteins. FASTA sequences of GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT12,
and GALNT13 proteins with UniProtKB/Swiss‐Prot format were given as inputs to sequence input
window to retrieve Cladograms or Phylograms. The conservation output carries “*” (asterisk) to
indicate positions which have a single, fully conserved residue; “:” (colon) to show conservation
between groups of strongly similar properties; and “.” (period) to specify conservation between
groups of weakly similar properties [Goujon et al., 2010; Sievers et al., 2011].
Identiﬁcation of functional regions by ConSurf‐DB. Based on the phylogenetic relations between
homologous sequences, ConSurf‐DB tool estimates the evolutionary conservation of amino acids/
nucleotides in protein/DNA/RNA. The database uses input options like UniProt‐FASTA/PDB
ﬁle/Clustal‐MSA to collect the continuous conservation scores decorated with discrete color grading
system, starting from grade 1 (with turquoise color) to the grade 9 (with maroon color). To
anticipate the conserved behavior of selected non‐ synonymous variants in particular GALNTs
proteins, we applied the ConSurf database and used the FASTA sequence of UniProt as an input
[Ashkenazy et al., 2010].
Solvent accessibility prediction by NetSurfP. NetSurf is an artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs) tool that
assigns reliability scores applied to solvent accessibility predictions as an inherent part of the training
process. FASTA sequences of selected GALNTs proteins were given to input window of NetSurfP to
predict solvent accessibility of key amino acid substitutions. The NetSurfP output deﬁnes two
subclasses for solvent accessible residues, the ﬁrst class includes buried (low accessible), and second
class comprises exposed (high accessible) residues [Petersen et al., 2009].

Structural Simulation for Wild-Type and Mutant Residues by Project Hope
Project Hope (http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/hope/home) collects the structural information from series of
sources to give the effect of a certain mutation on the protein structure. After curating the whole
protein sequence from UniProt, HOPE server builds the protein models by collecting information
from Yasara and WHAT IF Twinset web sources, UniProt database and DAS servers [Venselaar et al.,
2010].

Interactome (Protein-Protein Interaction)
Protein interaction network by STRING. STRING database “http://string‐db.org/” determines the
protein (physical and functional) interactions by integrating the information from Genomic Context,
High‐throughput Experiments, (Conserved) Co‐expression, and Previous literature Knowledge
(reported in the PubMed and relevant web‐sources). Detail of protein name and species were given
to STRING database to obtain the binary and multiple interactions for candidate proteins
[Franceschini et al., 2013].
Mechanistic investigation of GALNTs reactions and KEGG. To simulate the functional networking of
GALNTs enzymes, we used Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) PATHWAY and
LIGAND, and curated the data for molecular reaction and interaction networks, including metabolic

pathways, regulatory pathways, and molecular complexes for biological systems [Kanehisa et al.,
2006].

Building of PDBs for GALNTS (Native and Mutant) Strains and In Silico Analysis of
Mutant and Wild-Type Residues
UniProt database and I‐TASSER tool were used to map out the quality based 3D models for GALNTs
proteins that were further analyzed for solvent accessibility, ligand interactions and force ﬁeld
energy calculations in wild‐type and mutant strains.
Simulation of full‐length secondary structures by I‐TASSER. The iterative threading assembly
reﬁnement (I‐TASSER) combines various approaches such as threading, ab initio modeling and
atomic‐level structure reﬁnement for computerized prediction of protein structure and function.
FASTA sequences of relevant GALNTs proteins were given to I‐TASSER tool to generate full‐length
secondary and tertiary structures, and functional annotations. The higher value of C‐score depicts
the good conﬁdence level of relevant‐ predicted model. In order to approximate the correct
topology of generated models, C‐score has correlated with the TM‐score and RMSD [Zhang, 2008;
Roy et al., 2010].
Molecular docking for protein–protein and protein–ligand interactions by PatchDock, FireDock and
AutoDock Vina. PatchDock algorithm entails object recognition and image segmentation techniques
to carry out rigid docking having three‐stage ﬁltering process: (a) Molecular Shape Representation,
(b) Surface Patch Matching, and (c) Filtering/scoring.
After retrieving the top 1000 complexes, the PatchDock output was redirected to FireDock (as an
input) to generate the top 10 reﬁned complexes of associated GALNT‐ligand [Schneidman‐Duhovny
et al., 2005; Trott and Olson, 2010]. Moreover, AutoDock Vina [Trott and Olson, 2010], a new
program with improved accuracy of docking and new scoring function was used to predict the
unbound receptor– ligand structures for selected GALNTs.
Structural visualization for native and mutant analogues by Swiss‐Pdb Viewer and Chimera. Swiss‐
Pdb Viewer (4.0.4) is a unique computational application that offers a user‐friendly interface to
investigate several proteins at the same time. In Swiss‐Pdb Viewer, proteins can be superimposed
and mutated in order to annotate structural alignments, and locate their active sites or any other
relevant parts [Guex et al., 2009].
UCSF Chimera (http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/chimera) is a quality‐oriented program for interactive
analysis of macromolecular features, including density plots, supramolecular structures, sequence
alignments, docking outcomes, trajectories and conformational ensembles [Pettersen et al., 2004].
After generating the PDB ﬁles for protein–ligand complexes, UCSF chimera program was employed
to see the including density plots and conformational ensembles.

RESULTS
Twelve clinically signiﬁcant missense variants in four GALNTs genes (GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT12,
and GALNT13) were found with their pathogenic relevance in dbSNP‐NCBI, Ensemble and
experimentally proved data (Table I). From four candidate genes, GALNT13 is retrieved with the

highest number (86) of missense SNPs, and GALNT3 with lowest number of SNPs (40) in dbSNP‐NCBI
database (Fig. 1). Among 12 missense variants, only 3 (c.1076G>A, c.937G>A, and c.1427G>A) were
curated with their clinical signiﬁcance in dbSNP. The remaining 09 non‐synonymous variants
(c.485G>A, c.815C>A, c.1076C>A, c.1720T>G, c.3G>A, c.889C>T, c.907G>A, c. 1187A>G, and
c.1472C>T) in GALNT3 and GALNT12 genes were selected for their disease‐relevance in documented
data (Table I). From total (12) variants, only two experimentally proved disease‐ variants (c.485G>A
and c.1187A>G) did not determine with rs IDs detail in both dbSNP‐NCBI and Ensemble databases
(Table I).

Functional Impacts of Clinically Significant Variants on Protein Function
A non‐synonymous (missense variant) is an important single amino acid change in a coding region
that can affect protein function and generate phenotype consequences. Analysis of such amino acid
substitutions (AAS) by structure and sequence based methods contributes to identify the damaging
nsSNPs involved in human disease. In fact the integration of results obtained from amino acid
substitution methods (AASMs) and their concordance analysis can help us to validate the outcomes
curated by AASMs. In our study, we applied four in silico sequence and structure based AASMs (SIFT,
PolyPhen, PANTHER‐cSNP, and I‐Mutant) to annotate the functional impacts of key non‐synonymous
variants, by evaluating the signiﬁcance of the amino acids they carry.
Analysis of functional consequences by SIFT. To assess the effect of AAS on protein function, SIFT
entails the key positions in a protein sequence based on sequence homology of amino acids. After
submitting 12 missense variants to SIFT, a total of 11 (≈92%) nsSNPs (c.485G>A, c.815C>A,
c.1076C>A, c.1720T>G, c.1076G>A, c.3G>A, c.889C>T, c.1187A>G, c.1472C>T, c.937G>A, and
c.1427G>A) were predicted as intolerant or damaging with SIFT score ranging from 0.00 to 0.04
(Table II). According to SIFT algorithm these variants could potentially modify the protein function,
hence, enabled them biologically signiﬁcant to further look at.
Analysis of deleterious variants by PolyPhen‐2. Based on Naïve Bayes posterior probability
calculation, PolyPhen‐2 estimates that a given missense variant is damaging (probably/possibly
damaging) or benign with the calculation of false positive and true positive rates (the chance that
the mutation is classiﬁed as damaging when it is indeed damaging). Unlike SIFT, PolyPhen‐2
(HumDiv/HumVar) score ranges from 0 to 1, and 0 value indicates the tolerated/neutral effect of
nucleotide variation on protein function. According to PolyPhen-2, 9 (75%) variants (c.485G>A,
c.815C>A, c.1076C>A, c.1720T>G, c.1076G>A, c.889C>T, c.1187A>G, c.907G>A, and c.1472C>T) were
categorized as probably damaging; 2 (17%) nsSNPs (c.1427G>A, c.937G>A, and c.1427G>A) were
exhibited possibly damaging, and remaining 1 (8%) variants (c.3G>A) were found with benign effect
to the protein function (Table II). Totally, 11 (≈92%) variants were predicted damaging by PolyPhen‐
2. The scoring of SIFT and PolyPhen-2 displays the quantitative calculation of severity‐ effect of AAS
on protein function.
Identiﬁcation of functional variants by PANTHER‐cSNP. PANTHER calculates the Substitution
Position‐Speciﬁc Evolutionary Conservation (subPSEC) scores from alignments to hidden Markov
models (HMMs) and identiﬁes the functional impact of SNPs. From PANTHER results only 1 (8%)
variant “c.3G>A” was determined with weak prediction. Based on the subPSEC score ranging from 4.41714 to -8.75743, 11 (92%) SNPs (c.485G>A, c.815C>A, c.1076C>A, c.1720T>G, c.1076G>A,
c.889C>T, c.907G>A, c.1187A>G, c.1472C>T, c.937G>A, and c.1427G>A) were predicted with
deleterious effect on the protein function (Table II).

Simulation for neural‐network‐based stability analysis by I‐Mutant. By using the I‐Mutant SVM‐
based tool, we have added another layer of reﬁnement to assess the functional consequences of key
mutations. After analyzing the functional consequences of candidate variants by SIFT, PolyPhen and
PANTHER, the amino acid substitutions were further submitted to I‐Mutant 2.0 to validate their
deleterious effect. From I‐Mutant results, 10 (83%) out of 12 mutations (c.485G>A, c.1076C>A,
c.1720T>G, c.1076G>A, c.3G>A, c.889C>T, c.907G>A, c.1187A>G, c.1472C>T, and c.937G>A) were
evaluated with decrease in stability, and considered as highly deleterious variants to GALNTs
proteins (Table III). This decrease in stability was predicted with DDG and RI values ranging from 1.96 to 0.71 and 1 to 9, respectively.

Prediction for Evolutionary Conserved Regions and Solvent Accessibility by Clustal
Omage, ConSurfDB and NetSurfP
Clustal Omega creates high‐quality accurate alignments by aligning diverse range of protein
sequences. From output ﬁle of multiple sequence alignment (MSA), 2 residues of GALNT3 (R162 and
C574) with asterisk notation “*” were found in highly conserved region (Fig. 2A). While one residue
(T359) was observed with the conservation between groups of strongly similar properties, indicated
with “:”. However, the prediction of G359 with asterisk sign indicated the high conservation of this
residue in GALNT8 protein. Similar to G359‐GALNT8, presence of asterisk mark for Y396‐GALNT12
indicated the conservation of this residue in linker B domain; and colon mark for T491 of GALNT12
highlighted conservation between groups of strongly similar properties. Except Met1 of GALNT12, all
remaining amino acids of selected GALNTs proteins were located in the vicinity of conserved
residues.
By submitting the MSA ﬁle of Clustal Omega to Clustal Phylogeny tool, rooted phylogenetic tree was
obtained to understand the conservation behavior among curated GALNTs proteins. Phylogenetic
tree in Figure 2B indicated evolutionary implications for GALNTs proteins: the ﬁrst lineage gave rise
to GALNT13, that split into two tips: ﬁrst lineage was given rise into single GALNT8 node, and second
lineage is further subdivided into two nodes, separated into GALNT12 and GALNT3. Both GALNT12
and GALNT3 were found with almost same taxonomic length, and share the common ancestor with
each other. All three nodes of GALNT3, GALNT12, and GALNT8 shared common ancestor lineage
with GALNT13.
ConSurf algorithm projects the coloring grades for highly conserved residues of protein assemblies
by taking into account the phylogenetic homology among the sequences and similarity of amino
acids. The analysis revealed, as expected, some of the functional residues were found in highly
conserved region. For example, three residues of GALNT3 (R162, T359, and C574), G359 of GALNT8
and Y396 of GALNT12 were found in high conserved domain as predicted by Clustal Omega analysis
(Fig. 3A). Therefore, the utilization of ConSurf database after Clustal Omega validated the results
taken as MSA ﬁle from Clustal Omega tool. For solvent accessibility, three residues of GALNT3 (T272,
T359, and C574) and two residues of GALNT12 (Y396 and T491) were differentiated from exposed
residues on the basis of buried behavior, predicted by ConSurf database (Fig. 3A).
To check the reliability of quality‐based predictions for solvent accessibility of amino acids, we
involved an artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) tool named NetSurfP. In spite of having notable
difference in input method, working principal, and output format of NetSurfP and ConSurf tools, we
found almost similar results from both tools. From NetSurfP, four residues of GALNT3 (R162, T272,
T359 and C574), two residues of GALNT12 (Y396 and T491), and G359 of GALNT8 were found buried

with the RSA values ranging from 0.06 to 0.157 (Fig. 3B). From Consurf and NetsurfP results, all
residues except R162‐ GALNT3 and D313‐GALNT13 were predicted with similar solvent accessibility
behavior.

Impact of Mutations on Protein Structure Stability
Analysis of protein structure stability in terms of H‐bonding interactions and electrostatic clashes by
Hope. First mutation (R162Q) in the linker region (between transmembrane and catalytic A/GT1
domain) of GALNT3 is predicted with a hydrogen bond and salt bridge for Glutamic acid at 281
position. Another salt bridge formation is found with the Glutamic acid at position 315. For second
mutation (T272K), the wild‐type residue is resided within stretch of amino acids annotated as
catalytic subdomain A, in UniProt (Q14435). For this mutation, the mutant analogue is found bigger,
positively charged, and less hydrophobic as compared to wild‐type residue. The mutant residue
introduces charge in a buried residue which can lead to protein mis‐folding. Two H‐bonding
interactions are kept by wild‐type residue, with Thr186 and Thr187 residues. In the 3rd mutation
(T359K), the wild‐type residue is localized in the catalytic subdomain B/GalNAc‐T, annotated as
Q14435 in UniProt. The wild‐type residue is observed with hydrogen bonds with Gly329 and Thr361
that could be disturbed as a result of this mutation. The 4th mutation (C574G) of GALNT3 is
annotated in Ricin B‐type lectin domain and can disturb the required rigidity of the native protein
carried by glycine at this position. Moreover, the loss of the cysteine bond can also cause the
destabilization of the native structure.
The G359D variant of GALNT8 is situated within a stretch of vicinal amino acids, annotated as
catalytic subdomain B. The mutant residue is bigger, buried, negatively charged, and less ﬂexible as
compared to wild type. The wild‐type residue forms hydrogen bonds with the Leu residues at 331
and 360 positions. Due to difference in size, ﬂexibility, and charge density, this mutation can affect
the catalytic tendency at this position.
The ﬁrst mutation (M1I) of GALNT12 is resided within the signal peptide, and is important because of
being recognized by other proteins and often cleaved of to generate the mature protein. The
replacement of M1 with new residue in the signal peptide can disturb the recognition behavior of
the signal peptide. For the second clinically signiﬁcant mutation (R297W) in GALNT12, the wild‐type
residue is resided on the surface of linker region between catalytic A and B domains. Due to having
the H‐bonding interactions and salt bridge formation with Glutamic 294 and 435, the substitution of
wild‐type residue will disturb the ionic interaction made by the original residue. This variation is
previously deﬁned with disease severity in OMIM [MIM:608812] and ExPASy (VAR_064357). The
second variant (D303N) is interpreted with disease severity in ExPASy with VAR_064358. This
mutation is located in a region with known splice variants, described as: “In isoform 2” The residue is
buried in the core of catalytic domain B, and charge of the buried wild‐type residue is lost by this
mutation.
The third mutation (Tyr396Cys) of GALNT12 matches a previously described entry: “Colorectal
cancer type 1 (CRCS1) [MIM:608812].” This buried residue is found in the linker region between
catalytic B and ricin B‐type lectin. The hydrophobicity of the wild‐type and mutant residue differs
and will cause loss of hydrogen bonds and associated mis‐folding in the linker region. In the fourth
mutation, wild‐type (Thr491) residue is annotated as “Ricin B‐type lectin” in UniProt with Q8IXK2.
The introduction of methionine as a mutant analogue can disturb the hydrogen bonding with the

Glutamic acid at 495 position. This mutation is also described previously with “Colorectal cancer type
1 (CRCS1) [MIM:608812]” in OMIM and ExPASy (VAR_064363) databases.
In the ﬁrst disease‐reported mutation of GALNT13, the wild‐type residue is observed with 2 H‐
bonding interactions with Lys363 and Arg190. The wild‐type residue also forms a salt bridge with
Arginine at 190 and 367 positions. This amino acid substitution is occurring in the catalytic B domain
of GALNT13, hence, the loss of charge and ionic interactions can abolish the catalytic tendency of
protein. GALNT13 second substitution (Arg476Glu) lies in the ricin B‐type lectin. The wild‐type
residue forms a hydrogen bond with the Glutamic acid on position 474. The mutation introduces loss
in charge between the wild‐type and mutant amino acid, which can disturb this domain and abolish
its function.

Protein-Protein Interaction by String and Kegg Reaction Pathway
STRING database determines the protein–protein interaction network by retrieving the evidences
from Genomic Context, High‐throughput Experiments, Co‐expression, and Previous literature
Knowledge. According to STRING results, GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT11, GALNT12, and GALNT13
proteins indicated the similar but strong interactions for B3GNT6, ST6GALNAC1, C1GALT1C1,
C1GALT1, and GCNT1 (Fig. 4A). However, the difference was seen in case of interactions for MUC1,
MUC2, MUC7, MUC5B, CHPF, B4GALNT1, MYL4, KLRC3, FGF7, FGF23, SDC3, NUP188, ROCK2, ABO,
and MYL4 proteins. Except GALNT3 protein, all other GALNTs members showed the weak interaction
with CHPF. GALNT3 was observed with weak interactions for FGF7, FGF23 and ABO. GALNT8 was
speciﬁed with MYL4 and KLRC3. GALNT11 was observed with weak interactions for ROCK2, NUP188,
ZNF804B, and CEP152. MUC1 and MUC5B revealed the weak interaction behavior with GALNT12.
GALNT13 indicated the weak interactions with SDC3, SGCB and XIRP2 (Fig. 4A).
KEGG is a unique database source to simulate the functional networking of GALNTs enzymes in the
form of molecular reaction and interaction networks, including metabolic pathways. Like STRING,
KEGG showed the enzymatic pathway for curated GALNTs enzymes in mucin biosynthesis (KEGG ID:
hsa00512) by involving the same set of enzymes like B3GNT6, ST6GALNAC1, C1GALT1C1, C1GALT1,
and GCNT1 (Fig. 4B).

Protein-Ligand Flexible Docking
In the light of STRING and KEGG results for protein–protein interactions, we switched our analysis to
protein–ligand docking to further examine the particular transfer of GalNAc residue mediated by
native and mutant structures of GALNTs. For that purpose we used different docking ﬂavours like
Patchdock, Firedock, and Autodock Vina to analyze the ligand–receptor interaction behavior for
GALNT3, GALNT12, and GALNT13 models.
After efﬁcient rigid‐docking of GALNT3‐wt (wild type) with FGF23 (Fig. 5), FireDock was employed to
select the top 10 models from the basket of 1,000 GALNT3–FGF23 complexes to further reﬁne the
rigid‐body docking candidates on the basis of scoring matrix. The highest scoring (stable) complex of
GALNT3–FGF23 was selected to examine the possible surface ﬁtting of GalNAc for FGF23 (Thr178).
From our results, unbound surface ﬁtting of GalNAc molecular was found within the pentad (ﬁve
residues) cavity, comprising the Thr178‐FGF23, Arg175‐FGF23, His106‐FGF23, Asp344‐GALNT3, and
Gln348‐GALNT3, for wild‐type GALNT3 (Fig. 6). In mutant models, GalNAc residue was observed at
different sites other than Thr178 of FGF23. In R162Q mutant model, the FGF23 binding pocket for

GalNAc residue was comprised of tetrad cavity carrying Met89, Arg91, Ile173, and Pro174 of FGF23.
For the second mutant model (T272K), GalNAc residue was found in contact with three residues
(Met1, Arg91 and Tyr107 of FGF23) making a triad cavity for surface ﬁtting. In the third mutation
“T359K,” binding cavity was formed by His106, Tyr107 and Arg176 to make surface ﬁtting for GalNAc
residue. For the last mutant model, four residues (His106, Tyr107, Arg176, and His177) were found
in development of tetrad binding cavity for GalNAc ﬁtting. In all mutant complexes, FGF23 showed
different binding pattern for GALNT3 protein (Fig. 5) and therefore affected the behavior of GalNAc
ligand for its ﬂexible ﬁtting with FGF23.
After MM2 energy minimization of MUC7 (TTAAPPTPSATTPA) to minimum RMS Gradient of 0.100,
GALNT12‐wt (wild type) protein was docked with the MUC7. The ﬁltering of energetically most
favourable conformation of GALNT12–MUC7 complex among the variety of conformations was
performed on the basis of Patchdock and Firedock. The wild‐type model of GALNT12 was found in
contact with MUC7 tandem repeat domain through Arg373, Asn379, Tyr395, Asn399, Gln473, Ile517,
His519, and Leu520 residues (Fig. 7), located in catalytic B, linker B, and ricin B‐type lectin regions.
For ﬁrst mutant model, no signiﬁcant change was observed for hand‐in‐glove GalNAc ﬁtting to
MUC7. In the second mutant model (R297W‐ GALNT12), the binding pockets for MUC7 was
constituted with Arg295, Gln275, Ser271, Thr286, Arg497, Glu504, Glu520, Cys521, and Glu522 to
make unbound surface ﬁtting. Upon complexation of near‐to‐bound (unbound) conformation of
GalNAc residue with MUC7 in GALNT12–MUC7 complex, both Thr‐11th and Thr‐12th were seen in
contact with GalNAc. Like GALNT12(wt)–MUC7 complex, GALNT12(D303N)–MUC7 intermediate
showed the same behavior for GalNAc attachment, situated on Thr‐12th of MUC7. The remaining
two mutant models—Y396C and T491M—indicated the aberrant ﬁtting of GalNAc on MUC7 in
relevant GALNT12–MUC7 complexes (Fig. 7).
For GALNT13‐wt, geometric ﬁtting of MUC7 was observed within the main stretch of Leu24, Glu184,
Leu193, Asn300, and Glu303, while the unbound geometric ﬁtting of GalNAc residue was visualized
at Thr‐12th of MUC7 (Fig. 8), as reported in the literature [Zhang et al., 2003]. The ﬁrst mutant
model D313N was seen interacting with MUC7 through GLys261, Arg265, Tyr267, Pro280, Pro419,
Asp420, and Glu422. Due to change in binding sites between MUC7 and GALNT13, GalNAc residue
was docked in surface contact with Ala‐10th of MUC7 instead of Thr‐12th. In the second mutant
model (R476Q), MUC7 was ﬁtted in the cavity of eight residues—Val5, Val9, Lys8, Leu26, Glu184,
Asn300, Glu303, and Asn319. Instead of surface ﬁtting with MUC7, the unbound ﬁtting of GalNAc
residue was visualized in triad cavity carrying Asn216‐GALNT13, Asn319‐GALNT13, and Asn365‐
GALNT13.

DISCUSSION
With the advent of high throughput technology such as whole exome and genome sequencing, the
list of genetic variations is increasing day by day in an active manner. After delineating the disease
linked missense variants through sequencing techniques, the next step is to ﬁgure out structural and
functional consequences at protein level to further understand the biological mechanisms
underlying the disease association that may help to discover vital drug elements through in silico
approaches [Alanazi et al., 2011; Hussain et al., 2012].
In the present study, we initialized the computational screening for clinically reported missense
variants by using sequence and structure based tools (SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER‐cSNP, and I‐

Mutant). The second level screening is performed by using Clustal Omega, Consurf, NetsurfP tools to
determine the conservation and solvent accessibility of selected SNPs. After second level screening,
we prolonged our study for protein–protein and protein–ligand docking to decipher the structural
consequences of mutations. For GALNT3, except T272K, all three missense variants are concordantly
predicted deleterious by SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER, I‐Mutant (Table I). Likewise, R162‐ GALNT3,
T359‐GALNT3, and C574‐GALNT3 residues are found in highly conserved domain by Clustal Omega
and Consurf tools (Figs. 2 and 3). Although, T272K and T359K have been previously reported as
compound mutation [Ichikawa et al., 2006], our concordance in silico predictions for these two
mutations reveals the high deleterious effects of T359K in tumor calcinosis susceptibility (increased
renal tubular phosphate reabsorption) as compared to its partner variant (T272K). High deleterious
function (Table I), conservation behavior (Figs. 2 and 3) and loss of H‐bonding interactions by buried
T359 residue anticipate the more contribution of T359K instead of T272K, screened as compound
mutation in tumor calcinosis patient [Ichikawa et al., 2006]. Unlike ﬁrst three nucleotide variants of
GALNT3, C574G has been characterized in both tumor calcinosis and hyperostosis–
hyperphosphatemia syndrome [Ichikawa et al., 2010] which may be due to the high damaging
behavior by SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER, and I‐Mutant, high evolutionary conservation by Clustal
Omega and Consurf, structure destabilization (loss of cysteine rigidity) by Hope server, and presence
of C574 residue in close proximity of FGF23 in GALNT3–FGF23 complex—to affect O‐glycosylation
mechanism of FGF23 at Thr178, by affecting the phosphate level circulation associated with both
tumoral calcinosis and hyperphosphatemia syndrome [Topaz et al., 2004]. Finally, the localization of
R162 in stem region, T272 in catalytic A domain, T359K in catalytic B domain, and C574G in lectin
region, indicate the involvement of all regions of GALNT3 protein in disease regulation (Table I and
Fig. 2).
The G359D variant of GALNT8 is simulated with high damaging (Table II) effect, and observed in
catalytic B region with highly conserved behavior. So, G359D‐GALNT8 is predicted to alter the
considerable change in energy, electrostatic intra‐molecular interactions, and functional interaction
behavior of GALNT8 enzyme. Only R297W and Y396C of GALNT12 are delineated as functionally
deleterious variants by concordant results of SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER, and I‐Mutant. The
recognition of R297W in an African patient with three cancer phenotypes—proximal (cecum) colon
cancer, invasive carcinoma right breast and intraductal carcinoma left breast —may indicate high
level disease risks linked with this mutation [Guda et al., 2009]. From our results, increased
damaging effects predicted by SIFT, PolyPhen, PANTHER, and I‐Mutant for R297W may support the
underlying pathogenicity of this variant. Correspondingly, the distortion in H‐bonding interactions
due to R297W at the border region of linker A and catalytic B domain, and improper transfer of
GalNAc to protein targets (like MUC1 and MUC7) in mucin biosynthesis pathway (KEGG ID:
hsa00512), is often reported in tumors of colon, breast, ovarian, lung and pancreatic origin [Gendler,
2001; Ju et al., 2011; Walsh et al., 2013], hence, support the disease severity associated with R297W
in regulation of different cancer diseases including bilateral breast cancers and primary colorectal
cancer [Guda et al., 2009]. Within experimental data [Guda et al., 2009], only 7% reduced enzymatic
activity has been seen for R297W while 37% is observed for D303N of GALNT12. As both residues—
R297 and D303—are found in linker A region (bordering the catalytic B regions), the enzymatic
activity of GALNT12 is highly associated with this domain. For D303N mutation reported in colorectal
cancer and predicted as non‐tolerant (NT) variant in one of the recent report [Clarke et al., 2012],
our SIFT result is indicating the tolerant effect. According to our SIFT analysis (cross validated with
Ensemble SIFT results), D303N carries tolerant effect on protein function instead of NT. However,
except SIFT, all three tools (PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER, and I‐Mutant) corroborate the damaging or
intolerant behavior of D303N. Similar to GALNT3, ﬁve variants of GALNT12 are found in stem (M1I),

linker A (R297W; D303N) and B (Y396C), and lectin (T491M) regions, therefore, specifying the
involvement of these regions in enzymatic catalysis of protein targets (Fig. 4). For the pathogenic
variants (D313N and R476Q) of GALNT13, SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER, and docking tools are used to
see the damaging effects of D313N and R476Q on GALNT13 protein function that may regulate the
aberrant glycosylation of respective target proteins like MUC1, MUC2, MUC5B, and MUC7.
From overall functional analysis, both SIFT and PolyPhen predicted 10 (83%) variants to be highly
deleterious. Although there is signiﬁcant difference in SIFT and PolyPhen‐2 algorithms [de Alencar
and Lopes, 2010], the concordance analysis of SIFT and PolyPhen results showed 10 (83%) variants
(c.485G>A, c.815C>A, c.1076C>A, c.1720T>G, c.1076G>A, c.889C>T, c.1187A>G, c.1472C>T,
c.937G>A, and c.1427G>A) with damaging effects on relevant proteins. Moreover, good coherence is
found for predictions taken from PANTHER and PolyPhen‐2, simulated 11 (92%) nsSNPs (except
c.3G>A) to be deleterious. By comparing outputs from all four tools (SIFT, PolyPhen‐2, PANTHER‐
cSNP and I‐Mutant), nucleotide variations that encode R162Q, T359K, C574G, G359D, R297W,
Y396C, T491M, and D313N variants are found highly damaging. The differences in prediction
capabilities can be attributed to the fact that every method uses different set of sequences and
alignments. In silico investigation tools that integrate both sequence and structure based
approaches will of added advantage in providing a reliable prediction results with wider coverage of
different aspects of nucleotide variation analysis. However, variability in prediction outputs of these
algorithms reﬂects both advantages and disadvantages.
Second stage concordance analysis is performed by involving three different tools—Clustal Omega,
Consurf and NetSurfP—to validate the quality of results predicted for evolutionary conservation and
solvent accessibility parameters. According to Clustal Omega and ConSurf ﬁndings, ﬁve residues
(R162‐GALNT3 T359‐GALNT3, C574‐GALNT3, G359‐GALNT8, and Y396‐GALNT12) are observed in
highly conserved region and predicted to have potential impact on relevant GALNTs proteins. Except
R162‐GALNT3 and D313‐ GALNT13, all residues are simulated with the same solvent accessibility
behavior (six buried and ﬁve exposed residues) in Consurf and NetSurfP results. In rooted
phylogenetic tree, GALNT13 is inferred as most common ancestor for all decedents (GALNT3,
GALNT8, and GALNT12. Different branch lengths for taxonomic units of phylogenetic tree may be
interpreted as time estimates for evolutionary conservation of relevant GALNTs.
From structural analysis based on Project Hope results, R162 residue is annotated with hydrogen
bonding and salt bridge for Glu281 and Glu315. Whereas T272 residue is observed with hydrogen
bonding for Thr186 and Thr187, and T359 is predicted with 2 hydrogen bonding for Gly329 and
Thr361. As a result of substitutions for T272K and T359K, mutant residue can distort the intra‐
molecular hydrogen bonding in the catalytic subdomain A and B. In case of last variant (C574G) of
GALNT3, introduction of Gly and loss of Cys can induce destabilization for native structure by
minimizing the rigidity. For G359‐GALNT8, 2 hydrogen bonds are observed for Leu331 and Leu360.
Due to difference in ﬂexibility, charge density and density, D359 (mutant) can inﬂuence the H‐
bonding and catalytic activity maintained by wild‐type residue (G359). Substitution for R297, Y396,
and T491 residues in GALNT12 protein are observed with alteration in H‐bonding interactions
underlying the protein mis‐folding in linker and catalytic domains. In GALNT13, Lys363, and Arg190
are found in interaction with wild‐type residue (D313) through H‐ bonding interactions.
From STRING protein–protein interaction analysis, GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT11, GALNT12, and
GALNT13 proteins are predicted with the strong identical interactions for protein targets like
B3GNT6, ST6GALNAC1, C1GALT1C1, C1GALT1, and GCNT1 (Fig. 4A). However, the difference lies for
interactions with MUC1, MUC2, MUC7, MUC5B, CHPF, B4GALNT1, MYL4, KLRC3, FGF7, FGF23, SDC3,
NUP188, ROCK2, ABO, and MYL4 proteins. Except GALNT3, all other members of GALNTs proteins

are found with weak association with CHPF. GALNT3 is observed with weak contact lines for FGF7
and ABO proteins. GALNT8 is seen in weak interaction pattern for MYL4 and KLRC3. GALNT11 is
observed with weak association links for ROCK2, NUP188, ZNF804B, and CEP152. MUC1 and MUC5B
are annotated with weak interaction behavior for GALNT12. GALNT13 is indicated the weak
interactions with SDC3, SGCB and XIRP2 proteins. The STRING interaction result is further validated
by using KEGG pathways for GALNTs. From KEGG results, GALNTs and other enzymes including
B3GNT6, ST6GALNAC1, C1GALT1C1, C1GALT1, and GCNT1 are involved in mucin biosynthesis
pathway (Fig. 4B). Intriguingly, same set of proteins (B3GNT6, ST6GALNAC1, C1GALT1C1, C1GALT1,
and GCNT1) are predicted in strong interaction network for GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT11, GALNT12,
and GALNT13, by STRING database.
Basing on retrospective data about GalNAc detection with FGF23 (in GALNT3–FGF23 complex) and
MUC7 (for GALNT12 and GALNT13) substrates, we extended our study to see the ﬂexible ﬁtting of
GalNAc residue. From experimental data [Kato et al., 2006], glycosylation site for FGF23 is Thr178,
and our ﬁnding about hand‐ in‐glove surface contact of GalNAc through ﬂexible docking corroborate
the speciﬁc involvement of pentad cavity formed by Thr178‐FGF23, Arg175‐FGF23, His106‐FGF23,
Asp344‐GALNT3, and Gln348‐GALNT3 residues. In case of mutant models, this cavity is varied
between triad and tetrad binding pockets with the variations in underlying residues (Fig. 6).
In GALNT12–MUC7 docking, MUC7 is visualized in surface contact with Arg373, Asn379, Tyr395,
Asn399, Gln473, Ile517, His519, and Leu520 residues, located in catalytic B, linker B, and ricin B‐type
lectin regions of GALNT12. In literature [Zhang et al., 2003], the GalNAc is speciﬁcally transferred to
Thr‐12th of MUC7 (TTAAPPTPSATTPA). In our results, GALNT12 (wt)–MUC7 complex is shown the
identical behavior for GalNAc residue but the surface cavity is equipped with the Thr11‐MUC7,
Pro13‐MUC7, Ile517‐ GALNT12, and His519‐GALNT12 (Fig. 7). In mutant models, the binding pattern
of amino acids of GALNT12 is changed to regulate the different ﬁtting behavior of GalNAc residue on
MUC7. For R297W, Y396C, and T491M containing mutant models, improper unbound conformation
of GalNAc is observed with MUC7, while the D303N is visualized with almost same behavior as
shown by wild‐ type GALNT12.
For GALNT13, MUC7 tandem repeat region (TTAAPPTPSATTPA) is observed as an acceptor peptide
for GalNAc residue, and a striking difference in substrate speciﬁcity is seen for both wild‐type and
mutant models (D313N and R476Q) of GALNT13, possessing MUC7 with different binding pockets
(Fig. 8). In case of D313N, GalNAc residue is found in surface ﬁtting with 10th Ala of tandem repeat
region instead of 12th Thr. whereas, for R476Q, GalNAc residue is ﬁtted within the tetrad (Asn263,
Asn319, Asn365, and Tyr300) cavity of GALNT13 instead of interacting the 12th Thr of MUC7 (Fig. 8).

CONCLUSION
This study shows the aberrant effects of missense variants affecting the glycosyltransferase property
of GALNT3, GALNT8, GALNT12, and GALNT13 enzymes. The mutant GALNTs structures may regulate
the improper or incomplete glycosylation of protein targets (Fig. 4) in different tissues, and may be
the cause of variable manifestations including hyperphosphatemia, dental anomalies, calciﬁcation of
bones and eyelids, and different cancer diseases. In our study, intriguing ﬁndings propose the main
contribution of T359K variant in a compound mutation (T272K and T359K) characterized in tumoral
calcinosis, and the role of C574G in regulation of both tumoral calcinosis and hyperostosis–
hyperphosphatemia syndrome. Similar to the T359K and C574G of GALNT3, the prediction of

R297W‐ GALNT12 variant with highly pathogenic effects suggests the possible reduction in
enzymatic activity of GALNT12, hence, the improper glycosylation of target proteins (including
MUC1, MUC5B, and MUC7) may regulate the different cancer diseases including bilateral breast
cancers as well as primary colon cancer. Additionally, pathogenic variants (D313N and R476Q) of
GALNT13 are predicted with high damaging effects that can modify expression and function of
GALNT13 enzyme to modulate the aberrant glycosylation of MUC1 and MUC7. Finally, annotation of
binding cavities for GalNAc residue on GALNT3–FGF23 and GALNT12–MUC7 complexes as a result of
unbound surface ﬁtting may be helpful to further generate the stereochemical reaction chemistry
associated with different diseases and disorders.
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